
T/GNC Art Curator (part-time) with Chicago Therapy Collective 
 

Reports to: Iggy Ladden, Therapist, Project Director 
 

Mission: The Chicago Therapy Collective mobilizes to create safe, just, and inclusive Chicago neighborhoods for T/GNC 

individuals and community members.  
 

Overview: We are in search of a curator to showcase the artwork of Chicago T/GNC artists. The artwork will explore 

T/GNC artists’ experiences, perspectives and unique concerns highlighted in the project’s exhibit series. The curator’s role 
is to inspire dialogue, critical thinking, feeling, and action in response to those works. Our curator will take an 
intersectional approach to key aspects of production and discuss the intersections and tensions within the project itself. 
 

Responsibilities: The responsibilities are multi-faceted as it involve overseeing many different aspects. 
 

Acquisition 
- Scout relevant works of art and recruit submissions 
- Organize and review submissions 
- Arrange for transport and storage of artwork 
 

Planning 
- Collaboratively identify cohesive themes for exhibit series 
- Write exhibit description 
 

Installation 
- Design displays in coordination with exhibit as a whole 
- Plan and arrange for necessary materials and support for installation 
- Ensure safe and timely installations 
 

Management 
- Define and prioritize production needs 
- Coordinate volunteers 
- Support artists with pricing 
- Liaison with Galleria around logistics and sales 
 

Communication 
- Develop language and marketing guidelines; lead PR and communication initiatives 
- Arrange and write press releases 
- Update the gallery’s website and social media accounts 
- Network with art stakeholders and artists 
 

Events 
- Plan and manage exhibit openings 
- Help host exhibit openings and events 
 

Skills and qualifications 
* General knowledge of art and a cultivated interest or practice in a specific medium 
* Excellent relationship-building skills in order to create and nurture key partnerships 
* Event management for working with all the actors involved 
* Ease with marketing and promoting 
* Self-directive, efficient, organized, communicative, and collaborative 
 

Pay is competitive and commensurate with experience. 
 

To apply: Send a resume and cover letter highlighting your interest in the position and relevant skills and experience to 

transart@chicagotherapycollective.org no later than Monday, July 16th, 2018. EXTENDED UNTIL MONDAY, JULY 23RD, 
2018. 
 

We strongly encourage people of color, trans & gender non-conforming individuals, and people with disabilities to apply. 
 



 


